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OPINION AND ORDER

The claimant appeals an administrative law judge’s

opinion filed April 5, 2018.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant did not prove she

sustained a compensable injury.  After reviewing the

entire record de novo, the Full Commission finds that

the claimant proved she sustained a compensable injury

on April 17, 2017.  We find that the claimant did not

prove that she sustained a compensable injury on

April 19, 2017.    
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I.  HISTORY

The claimant, now age 60, testified that she was

employed as a paraprofessional for the respondents.  The

claimant agreed on cross-examination that she had fallen

at work in 2007 but did not contend at that time that

she had sustained a compensable injury.  Dr. Russell

Allison reported in June 2009, “She has had long-

standing left knee pain and discomfort due to endstage

medial compartment knee arthritis.  She has failed

conservative treatment in the past and is indicated for

knee replacement surgery.”  Dr. Allison noted that the

claimant’s past surgical history included “left knee

arthroscopy.”  Dr. Allison assessed “Left knee

degenerative joint disease.  PLAN: All indications,

risk, benefits and alternatives, to left

unicompartmental versus total knee arthroplasty, have

been discussed....The patient wishes to proceed on

06/01/09.”  Dr. Allison performed a “Left

unicompartmental arthroplasty” on June 1, 2009.  The

post-operative diagnosis was “Left knee degenerative

joint disease.”

The claimant testified that she performed “drop-off

and pick-up duty” for the respondents in the mornings
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and afternoons.  The parties stipulated that the

employer-employee relationship existed on April 17,

2017.  The claimant testified that she stepped on a

wooden pallet which was slippery from rainwater, and

that she slipped and fell.  The claimant testified,

“When I stepped up on it, my foot slipped, and I fell

and hit both knees on the concrete.”  The claimant

testified that she reported the accidental injury to the

respondent-employer, and that the respondents authorized

medical treatment.      

According to the record, the claimant treated at

Morrilton Medical Clinic on April 17, 2017:

Patient works at the local school and slipped
on a piece of forward (sic) across the
walkway.  She fell striking her knees and her
left shoulder.  Also feels like she wrenched
her neck.  She is still having some
wheezing....

Patient has a bruise on the left upper arm
laterally.  Also has bruises on both her
knees....She complains of some numbness of the
tip of the middle finger right hand.  There is
no swelling however.  The base of the finger
feels normal.  

Dr. Peter Post assessed “Falling injury,” “Multiple

contusions,” and “Bronchospasm.”  Dr. Post stated, “I do

not believe anything is broken so no x-rays were done. 

If the pain persists and I told her to come back and we
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would x-ray as appropriate.  Recommend cold compresses

to the bruises today.  She can use ibuprofen as needed. 

I did give her a prescription for Tylenol with Codeine

for 20 tablets to use as needed for the pain.”  The

claimant testified that she returned to work on

April 17, 2017.     

The parties stipulated that the employer-employee

relationship existed on April 19, 2017.  The claimant

testified on direct:

Q.  Did you have another fall?

A.  Yes, I did.

Q.  When did that occur?

A.  Wednesday, April the 19th....I had already
entered the kindergarten building and I was at
the other end where drop-offs were....And I
was standing there, we were waiting for
vehicles, and my left knee buckled on me like
someone when they like push you in the back of
your knee, you know, and it like gives....I
don’t remember anything after that except that
I heard Mary [Scroggins] yelling.  By then I
was on the ground, and Mary was yelling for a
teacher to call the nurse up there....I had
hit my back and my head on the sidewalk.  

The record contains a registered nurse’s

Accident/Illness Report dated April 19, 2017: “Standing

at back of K-building on duty.  States left knee buckled

and fell backward onto concrete.  Staff called nurse,
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upon arrival Cheryl was laying on concrete on her back,

no raised area to head.  Right arm skin tear, applied

bandaid, sat her up.  After sitting a few minutes,

attempted to stand her up.  Both legs became weak and we

lowered her back down.  Ambulance called.  States she is

diabetic, clammy skin, sweating, got her a sucker. 

Ambulance arrived.”  The RN reported “Abrasion to right

arm, bandaid applied.”

The claimant received emergency medical treatment

on April 19, 2017: “The patient presents with knee gave

out.  The onset was 2 hours ago.  The course/duration of

symptoms is episodic: with a single episode.  The

character of symptoms is knee gave out.  The degree at

present is minimal.  Risk factors consist of

hypertension and obesity.”  An x-ray of the claimant’s

left knee was taken on April 19, 2017, with the

findings, “A left knee hemiarthroplasty is present. 

This involves the medial compartment.  There is no

evidence of hardware failure or loosening.  A round

subcentimeter calcification adjacent to the tibial spine

on the frontal view may represent an interarticular

loose body.” 

An x-ray of the claimant’s right knee was taken on
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April 19, 2017, with the impression, “1.  Transverse

fractures of the superior aspect of the patella.  2. 

Right total knee replacement intact.  3.  Calcific

densities above the patella, likely loose bodies or

heterotopic ossifications.”   

The discharge diagnosis was “Bilateral knee pain,”

“Closed transverse fracture of right patella,” and “Fall

on same level from slipping.”    

The claimant participated in a recorded interview

with a representative of the respondent-carrier on

April 21, 2017:

Q.  Okay, what happened Wednesday, the 19th?

A.  Okay.  I was going up to work, for drop
off duty again, and I was standing there and
my mid left knee just buckled on me, and I
fell, and I hit both of my knees.  

Q.  Okay.  Alright.  And, so, had, where were
you at?

A.  I was up at the kindergarten building.  
Letting kids out of the car.

Q.  And your knee just buckled?

A.  Yes.  

Q.  Has that ever happened before?

A.  No, never.  

Q.  Was your knee still sore from Monday?
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A.  No, my knees weren’t even really sore. 
They had scraped the skin off of them a little
bit, but they weren’t hurting or anything.  

Q.  So were you like twisting or bending, at
the time, when it happened?

A.  No, I was just standing there waiting for
a car to pull up.  And it started twitching on
me real bad, and it just buckled, and I hadn’t
ever had anything like that done before.  

Q.  It just started twitching?

A.  Buckling on me.  You know how somebody
come in behind you and hit your knee
sometimes?

Q.  Uh-huh.  

A.  It felt like that....It started bucking on
me.  

Q.  Okay.

A.  And, until I finally went down.

Dr. H. Scott Smith examined the claimant on

April 26, 2017:

Ms. Deaton is a 59-year-old female who
presents to clinic with bilateral knee pain. 
She fell on her knees twice, 04/17/17 and
04/19/17.  She had surgery in 2008 with a
partial left knee replacement by Dr. Allison
and in 2013 she had right total knee
arthroplasty done by him.  She had no
complications after surgery and no problems
with her knees until she fell last week.  She
no longer sees Dr. Allison.  She fell last
week, presented to Morrilton ER and was placed
in a brace.  She was told her right kneecap
was broken and presents for further
management.  She states the falls are due to
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construction at her work place....

Provided x-rays of right knee were reviewed
and show a status post posterior stabilized
cemented total knee arthroplasty with no
evidence of component loosening, fracture
present at superior pole of patella of
uncertain age, calcification present in
quadriceps tendon.  

Standing AP and lateral views of the left knee
were obtained in the office today.  These show
status post unicompartment arthroplasty of
left knee with no evidence of loosening,
component appears well fixed, osteophytes
present on patella and distal femur.

Dr. Smith’s impression was “Right patella fracture

of uncertain age, asymptomatic.  Left knee

patellofemoral arthritis status post unicompartment

arthroplasty.  Left knee capsular sprain....She may

discontinue the brace and advance activities as

tolerated.  She may return to work on Monday with no

restrictions.  She will follow up as needed.”  

A pre-hearing order was filed on September 26,

2017.  The claimant contended, among other things, that

she “injured her knees, and both upper extremities on

4/17/17 and her back and head on 4/19/17 in the course

and scope of her employment with Respondent.  The

Respondents accepted the 4/17/17 injury as a medical

only claim and paid certain medical benefits and they
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have controverted the Claimant’s entitlement to

additional benefits; Respondents have controverted the

Claimant’s 4/19/17 claim in its entirety.  The Claimant

contends that she is entitled to treatment for [her]

compensable injury....The Claimant contends that she is

entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.  The Claimant

reserves all other issues at this time.”  

The respondents contended that “all appropriate

benefits have been paid with regard to Claimant’s

compensable injuries sustained on 4/17/17.  Respondents

contend that Claimant did not sustain a compensable

injury on 4/19/17.  The reasons for Claimant’s fall on

that date were idiopathic and purely personal in nature. 

Claimant also has preexisting problems with both of her

knees.”  

The parties agreed to litigate the following

issues:

1.  Whether the claimant sustained a
compensable injury on April 19, 2017.
2.  Reasonably necessary medical treatment.
3.  Fees for legal services. 

After a hearing, an administrative law judge filed

an opinion on April 5, 2018.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant sustained a compensable
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injury on April 17, 2017 for which all appropriate

benefits had been paid.  The administrative law judge

found that the April 19, 2017 accident was due to an

idiopathic cause and was not compensable.  The claimant

appeals to the Full Commission.

II.  ADJUDICATION

A.  Compensability

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(Repl. 2012) provides,

in pertinent part:

(A) “Compensable injury” means:
(i) An accidental injury causing internal or
external physical harm to the body ... arising
out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in
disability or death.  An injury is
“accidental” only if it is caused by a
specific incident and is identifiable by time
and place of occurrence[.]  

A compensable injury must be established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2012).  “Objective findings”

are those findings which cannot come under the voluntary

control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(A)(i)(Repl. 2012).  

The employee has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-
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102(4)(E)(i)(Repl. 2012).  Preponderance of the evidence

means the evidence having greater weight or convincing

force.  Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81

Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).

1. April 17, 2017 compensable injury.

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “3.  That the claim of April 17, 2017, is in

fact compensable and all appropriate benefits have been

paid.”  Neither party appeals this finding.  The parties

stipulated that the employment relationship existed on

April 17, 2017.  As we have discussed, the claimant

testified that she slipped and fell on that date after

stepping a wet wooden pallet.  The claimant testified,

“I fell and hit both knees on the concrete.”  The

claimant testified that she reported the accidental

injury and the record indicates that the respondents

authorized medical treatment at Morrilton Medical Clinic

on April 17, 2017.  A physician corroborated the

claimant’s history of a slip and fall and reported,

“Patient has a bruise on the left upper arm laterally. 

Also has bruises on both of her knees.”  Dr. Post’s

assessment on April 17, 2017 included “Falling injury”

and “Multiple contusions.”  Dr. Post treated the
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claimant conservatively.  The claimant testified that

she returned to work on April 17, 2017.

The claimant contended that she injured “her knees

and both upper extremities” on April 17, 2017.  The

respondents contended that “all appropriate benefits

have been paid with regard to Claimant’s compensable

injuries sustained on 4/17/17.”  The parties’ colloquy

at hearing indicated that the respondents agreed the

claimant sustained a compensable injury on April 17,

2017.  The Full Commission therefore reiterates and

affirms the administrative law judge’s finding that the

claimant sustained a compensable injury on April 17,

2017 for which “all appropriate benefits have been

paid.”

The claimant proved that she sustained an

accidental injury causing physical harm to the body. 

The evidence demonstrates that the claimant injured her

left arm and knees bilaterally as a result of the

April 17, 2017 compensable injury.  The injury arose out

of and in the course of employment and required medical

services.  The injury was caused by a specific incident

and was identifiable by time and place of occurrence on

April 17, 2017.  The claimant established a compensable
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injury by medical evidence supported by objective

findings, namely, the physician’s report of bruising on

the claimant’s left arm and bruising on the claimant’s

knees bilaterally.   

2. Alleged compensable injury occurring
   April 19, 2017.

The administrative law judge found, “4.  That the

claim of April 19, 2017, is due to an idiopathic cause,

that the claimant has failed to satisfy her burden of

proof that the claim is compensable, and consequently

the claimant is not entitled to additional medical.” 

The administrative law judge also concluded his opinion,

however, by finding that “the claim of April 17, 2017,

and April 19, 2017, is due to an idiopathic cause and

that the claimant has failed to satisfy her burden of

proof that this claim is compensable, and consequently

the claimant is not entitled to additional medical.” 

The claimant correctly asserts on appeal that the

administrative law judge’s opinion is not consistent and

runs contrary to the parties’ implicit stipulation that

the claimant sustained a compensable injury on April 17,

2017.  

Despite the confusion resulting from the
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administrative law judge’s drafting error, it is well-

settled that the Full Commission reviews an

administrative law judge’s opinion de novo, and it is

the duty of the Full Commission to conduct its own fact-

finding independent of that done by an administrative

law judge.  Crawford v. Pace Indus., 55 Ark. App. 60,

929 S.W.2d 727 (1996).  The Full Commission enters its

own findings in accordance with the preponderance of the

evidence.  Tyson Foods, Inc. v. Watkins, 31 Ark. App.

230, 792 S.W.2d 348 (1990).  

An idiopathic fall is one whose cause is personal

in nature, or peculiar to the individual.  ERC Contr.

Yard & Sales v. Robertson, 335 Ark. 63, 977 S.W.2d 212

(1998).  Because an idiopathic fall is not related to

employment, it is generally not compensable unless

conditions related to employment contribute to the risk

by placing the employee in a position which increases

the dangerous effect of the fall.  Id.  When an employee

sustains an “unexplained” injury at work, the injury is

generally compensable.  Little Rock Convention &

Visitors Bur. v. Pack, 60 Ark. App. 82, 959 S.W.2d 415

(1997).  

The Full Commission finds in the present matter
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that the claimant sustained a non-compensable idiopathic

fall on April 19, 2017.  The claimant testified that she

was standing in the children’s “drop-off” area near the

kindergarten building.  The claimant testified that her

left knee simply “buckled” and that she fell.  A nurse’s

report on April 19, 2017 confirmed that the claimant’s

left knee had “buckled” and that the claimant had fallen 

The school nurse reported that the claimant was

diabetic, that the claimant’s skin was “clammy,” and

that the claimant was sweating.  An emergency medical

report dated April 19, 2017 indicated that the

claimant’s left knee “gave out.”  An x-ray of the

claimant’s left knee showed, among other things, “no

evidence of hardware loosening.”  The claimant informed

an insurance representative on April 21, 2017 that the

claimant’s left knee “just buckled on me, and I fell,

and I hit both of my knees.”  The claimant informed the

insurance representative that her knees were not sore as

a result of the April 17, 2017 compensable injury.  The

claimant stated, “I was just standing there waiting for

a car to pull up.  And it started twitching on me real

bad, and it just buckled, and I hadn’t ever had anything

like that done before.”  
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The record shows that the claimant was diagnosed

with “endstage medial compartment knee arthritis” in her

left knee no later than 2009.  The claimant underwent a

“Left unicompartmental arthroplasty in 2009.  The

claimant’s left knee simply “buckled” on April 19, 2017,

leading to the claimant’s fall on that date.  The

evidence demonstrates that the accident occurring on

April 19, 2017 was personal in nature, and was not

related to the claimant’s employment.  Nor does the

record show that the claimant’s employment contributed

to the risk by placing the employee in a position which

increased the dangerous effect of the fall.  The

claimant was simply standing in a school “drop-off” area

when her knee began “twitching” and buckled, causing the

claimant to fall.  The evidence shows that the

claimant’s fall on April 19, 2017 was idiopathic and was

not related to the claimant’s employment.        

After reviewing the entire record de novo, the Full

Commission finds that the claimant sustained a

compensable injury on April 17, 2017.  The Full

Commission finds that all appropriate benefits were paid

for the claimant’s April 17, 2017 compensable injury. 

The claimant did not prove she sustained a compensable
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injury on April 19, 2017.  The April 19, 2017 accident

was the result of an idiopathic fall which was not

related to the claimant’s employment.  The present claim

is respectfully denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.  

SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

CHRISTOPHER L. PALMER, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood concurs and dissents.

CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I concur in part with but must respectfully dissent in

part from the majority opinion.  I concur with the

majority’s finding that the claimant proved she

sustained a compensable injury on April 17, 2017. 

However, I must dissent from the majority opinion

finding that the claimant did not prove that she

sustained a compensable injury on April 19, 2017.

Factual and Medical Background

The claimant, now 60 years old, worked for the
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respondent-employer as a paraprofessional.  The claimant

was involved in two workplace accidents.  The claimant

testified that the April 17, 2017 accident occurred in

the following manner:

Q Tell us – Let’s start with the
first one, the date, and then
we’ll go from there.

A April 17, 2017.  We were doing
construction.  We got a millage
passed, and so they were doing
constructions [sic] on the –-
school buildings, and they had
tored [sic] up the sidewalk
that went from the main
building to kindergarten. 
Kindergarten is sitting up on a
hill.  So they had made –- we
call it a cow shoot, and they
had to walk up.

So when you got to the end, you
had to turn, and there was a
slab of concrete where the –-
sidewalk used to go down before
you turned to go in the
kindergarten building.  The
construction workers had put a
–- looked like a pallet of wood
sitting in the middle of the
concrete thing, so you had to
step up on it and step off it
to get into the building.  And
it had rained that morning, and
when I stepped up on it, my
foot slipped, and I fell and
hit both knees on the concrete.

The claimant sought treatment at the St.

Vincent Medical Center - Morrilton.  The history noted
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that the claimant struck both her knees and her left

shoulder and that she felt like she wrenched her neck. 

The physical examination revealed the following:

Patient has a bruise on the left
upper arm laterally.  Also has
bruises on both her knees.  She does
not have pain on weightbearing.  She
complains of some numbness of the
tip of the middle finger right hand. 
There is no swelling however.  The
base of the finger feels normal. 
Lung exam reveals no respiratory
distress but she does have an
expiratory wheeze.

The treating physician, Dr. Peter Post, noted

that he did not believe anything was broken and did not

take any x-rays.  Dr. Post recommended cold compresses

to the bruises and ibuprofen as needed and prescribed

Tylenol with Codeine.

The second work accident occurred on April 19,

2017.  The claimant explained this accident as follows:

Q So what happened?

A I was standing there, and Mary
–- Mary came in at 7:30.

Q And just for the record, who’s
Mary?

A Mary Scroggins is another aide
who helps me do the duties.

...
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And I was standing there, we
were waiting for vehicles, and
my left knee buckled on me like
someone when they like push you
in the back of your knee, you
know, and it like gives.  And
the third time that it did it,
I thought in my mind ‘I need to
yell at Mary to tell her this.’

I don’t remember anything after
that except that I heard Mary
yelling.  By then I was on the
ground, and Mary was yelling
for a teacher to call the nurse
up there.

Q Okay.  So as I understand your
testimony, you don’t remember
actually falling?

A No.

Q You just remember waking up being on
the ground?

A Right.

Q Okay.  And do you remember if you
were on your back, your side, your
stomach?

A I was on my back, and I remember my
legs were hurting, and so I
straightened them out, my knees.

Q Okay.  And did you have any other
complaints with regard to body
parts?  I mean, what else was
hurting at that time of that fall?

A I had hit my back and my head
on the sidewalk.

...
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Q Did somebody try to help you
up?

A Yes.  They set me up for –- for
a few minutes, and then –-

Q Who’s “they”?

A The nurse, the nurse and Mary,
I believe.

Q Okay.

A I was still on the sidewalk,
because she was telling me how
clammy I was and she couldn’t
figure out why.

So then I had a couple of
teachers come out, and they’re
like –- by then Ms. Wilson was
up there, and she’s like ‘Let’s
get you in a car, take you down
to the main –- to the office,
and the ambulance is going to
come and get you.’ So they
picked me up, and when they
did, both of my knees buckled
on me and I went down.

Q And did you –- did you strike
any body part again?

A I don’t remember that.

Q Okay. Did you go all the way to
the ground?

A Yes.

On April 19, 2017, the claimant was taken by

ambulance to the emergency room in Morrilton.  An x-ray

of the claimant’s right knee revealed a closed
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transverse fracture of the right patella.  The claimant

was prescribed medication and instructed to follow up

with Dr. Post.

The claimant returned to the Morrilton Medical

Clinic on April 20, 2017.  Dr. Charles Howard examined

the claimant and referred her to an orthopaedic surgeon,

Dr. H. Scott Smith.  The claimant’s initial visit with

Dr. Smith was on April 26, 2017.  Dr. Smith noted that

the claimant had no complications after her knee

replacement surgery in 2008 and that she had no problems

with her knees until she fell on April 17, 2017 and

April 19, 2017.  Dr. Smith examined the claimant and

discussed treatment options with her.  Dr. Smith

released the claimant to return to work on May 1, 2017. 

The claimant testified that she had a total knee

replacement on her right knee and a partial knee

replacement on her left knee.  According to the

claimant, her knees were “doing okay” at the time of her

workplace accidents.

Opinion

For the claimant to establish a compensable

injury as a result of a specific incident, the following

requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl.
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2002), must be established: (1) proof by a preponderance

of the evidence of an injury arising out of and in the

course of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of

the evidence that the injury caused internal or external

physical harm to the body which required medical

services or resulted in disability or death; (3) medical

evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D), establishing the

injury; and (4) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury was caused by a specific incident and is

identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  Mikel v.

Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938

S.W.2d 876 (1997).

Courts generally have held that when a

claimant suffers from an unexplained injury it is

compensable; whereas when a claimant suffers from an

idiopathic injury it is not.  Little Rock Convention &

Visitors Bureau v. David Pack, 60 Ark. App. 82 (1997);

959 S.W.2d 415(1997).  An idiopathic injury is an injury

that is personal in nature or peculiar to the individual

sustaining the injury.  Id.; Kuhn v. Majestic Hotel, 324

Ark. 21, 918 S. W. 2d 158(1996).  As an idiopathic

injury is not related to the employment in order for it
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to be compensable there must be conditions related to

the employment which increase the dangerous effect of

the fall.  Leon B. Crawford v. Single Source

Transportation Fidelity & Casualty Insurance Company, 87

Ark. App. 216, 189 S.W.3d 507 (2004), citing Little Rock

Convention & Visitors Bur., supra. See also, ERC

Contractor Yard & Sales v. Robertson, 60 Ark. App. 310,

961 S.W.2d 36 (1998).

I find that the claimant’s injuries were

unexplained rather than idiopathic.  The claimant’s

knees were examined two days prior to her fall on

April 19, 2017.  During this medical examination, Dr.

Post noted that the claimant did not have pain on

weightbearing and determined that she did not have any

broken bones.  Additionally, the claimant testified that

she was not suffering from any symptoms prior to falling

on April 17, 2017 and that she was no longer suffering

symptoms from that first workplace accident when the

second work accident occurred.  Further, there was no

evidence offered that the claimant had a prior history

of her knees “buckling”.  In addition, there is no

medical evidence to support a finding that the claimant

fainted due to having diabetes or low blood sugar. 
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Therefore, I find that the claimant’s knee injuries

arose out of the course of her employment.  

The claimant’s knee injuries also satisfy all

the remaining requirements of compensability.  The

claimant was injured in a specific incident in the

course and scope of employment.  The claimant testified

that on April 19, 2017, she sustained an injury to her

knees while assisting students in the drop-off lane. 

The accident was witnessed by her co-worker, Mary

Scroggins, and the claimant was transported immediately

by ambulance to the St. Vincent Medical Center -

Morrilton emergency room.

Additionally, there are objective findings of

the claimant’s knee injuries.  X-rays revealed a right

knee patella fracture and a left knee posterior capsular

sprain, both of which required medical services.  The

claimant received treatment in the form of an injection

in her left knee and physical therapy for her right

knee. 

I find that the claimant proved by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained

compensable bilateral knee injuries.  The claimant

proved she sustained an accidental injury causing
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physical harm to her knees.  The claimant proved that

the injury arose out of and in the course of employment,

required medical services, and resulted in disability. 

The claimant proved that the injury was caused by a

specific incident, identifiable by time and place of

occurrence on April 19, 2017.  Finally, the claimant

established a compensable injury to her right and left

knees by medical evidence supported by objective

findings, namely X-rays showing a right knee patella

fracture and a left knee posterior capsular sprain.

Therefore, I find that the claimant sustained

compensable injuries to her left and right knees on

April 19, 2017. 

For the foregoing reasons, I concur in part

and dissent in part from the majority opinion.

PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


